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INTRODUCTION
India has been the world's largest sourcing destination for the
information technology (IT) industry, accounting for approximately 67
per cent of the market. India's cost competitiveness in providing IT
services, which is approximately 3-4 times cheaper than the US,
continues to be its Unique Selling Proposition (USP) in the global
sourcing market. However, India is also gaining prominence in terms of
intellectual capital with several global IT firms setting up their
innovation centers and global in house centers (GICs) in India.

The below graph provides the forecasted

global dollar valued IT

spending.

Originally called captives, GICs (global in house centers) are offshore
centers that perform designated functions for large organizations. The
Indian Global In-house Center, or GIC, landscape has evolved
significantly over the last 20 years.
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GICS – CURRENT
SCENARIO
GICs in India now number about 1,100,
employing more than 800,000 individuals and
generating approximately $23 billion in
revenue. GICs’ ability to create cost savings
for an enterprise—while tapping India’s talent
pool—have led to that impressive growth.
However, due to unprecedented digital
disruption in industries worldwide, the role of
Indian GICs needs to evolve.

Enterprise CXOs highlight six key areas
Indian GICs can invest in to become GICs of
the future:
-Analytics
-Traditional IT
-Digital-age IT
-Domain expertise
-Leadership quality
-Cost savings

While GIC leaders are mostly aligned on those
priorities, traditional IT stands out as
something that GIC leaders aren’t prioritizing
as much as global CXOs want them to. GICs
must excel at digital-age IT capabilities, but in
parallel they need to continue to focus on
reducing the cost of traditional IT to help
CXOs fund growth initiatives. GICs also need
to help make traditional IT

ready

for digital

initiatives.
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CHANGING CXOS
PRIORITIES FOR GICS
Indian GICs have a unique opportunity to step up and play a larger role
in the organization and ultimately achieve the stated goal of
“accelerating enterprise transformation.” But getting there requires a
holistic approach, a concerted effort and a shift in mindset. The journey
is unlikely to be business as usual.
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TOP SIX PRIORITIES FOR GICS
Business Accountability- Be an owner of key enterprise priorities,
including market sensing and customer facing core functions, with clear
influence of profitability.
Talent Hub- Invest in high quality leadership and become a world class
talent hub with deep domain expertise, exporting talent to the rest of the
enterprise.
Traditional IT and digital- Be at heart of organization for digital, while
ensuring traditional IT I ready for the digital age.
Data

/ Analytics- Become the analytics center of excellence that

generates sustainable competitive advantage

for the enterprise in

functions owned by GICs.
Sustained cost excellence -Continue to be center of efficiency by being at
the vanguard of productivity enhancement (automation, AI, cognitive).
Ways or working- Adopt Agile ways of working and use DevOps
paradigm to increase collaboration and fast track value creation.

WHAT CXOS WANT?
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GLOBAL SOURCING
OF SERVICES
India’s off shoring story began in 1985 when Texas Instruments
set up its office in Bangalore. In the 1990s, many airlines and
technology companies started their India operations.
India has maintained its dominance in global sourcing of services
since then, owing to its mature ecosystem.
With time, the Indian off shoring industry has evolved to cater to
varied needs of its client base.
India provides the widest array of services (IT, BPO, KPO, R&D,
Engineering services etc) and the most mature service providers.
India also has the widest range of options for ownership models
for sourcing of services.
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GICS IN INDIA
India

is home to more than 1500 captives with the major

concentration in cities such as Bangalore, Hyderabad, Chennai,
Pune, Delhi NCR and Mumbai. Tier –II cities such as Kochi and
Jaipur have also experienced a boom in recent times with the
expansion of the IT sector. The graphs below give a snapshot of the
distribution of these captives.
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GIC'S IN INDIA - CITIES
The table below shows vertical wise split in major cities of India. It is
seen that Bengaluru is vertical agnostic whereas Pune, Mumbai and
Delhi NCR have vertical specific MNCs.
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IT GIC'S IN INDIA
The list below provides a split of IT GICs exports vertical wise.
It can been

that BFSI is the major contributor for IT GIC exports

with major players such as Barclays, Standard Chartered etc.
New companies such as Lowes are coming up in the retails sector to
set up GICs in India for IT. Lowes already has an analytics division
set up in Bengaluru.
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BPM GIC'S IN INDIA
The list below provides a split of BPM GICs’ exports vertical wise.
It can been

that even here, BFSI is the major contributor for exports

with major players such as JP Morgan Chase, Standard Chartered
etc.
New companies such as Shell and Exxon Mobil have recently set up
BPM GICs in India .
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R&D GIC'S IN INDIA
The list below provides a split of RnD GICs’ exports vertical wise.
It can been

that here, industrial and automotive industries account

for more than 40% of the exports with names such as Philips, Bosch
etc.
New companies such as Volvo, MBRDI (Daimler),Xiaomi have
recently set up GICs in India for RnD services.
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WHY INDIA?

The graph below shows the increasing numbers of GICs in India.
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WHY INDIA?
Global CXOs expect Indian GICs to play a more active role in driving
top-of-mind investment priorities in the coming years. Approximately
70% of CXOs believe that the Indian GICs will play a more active role
and approximately 50% of enterprises already have, or expect to have,
leaders two levels below CEO positions based out of their Indian GICs.

Despite a global slowdown, India has still been performing when it
comes on the IT and services related industry. Amongst the various
reasons, a primary reason ins the quality of the talent pool in the
country.
Up to 15 years tax holiday scheme for SEZ units.
Up to 84% of cost of computer and software depreciable within 2 years.
EOU/STP can import all goods including capital goods without any duties.
Depreciation of 100% can be availed over 5 years for computer and
peripherals in EOUs, SEZ, EHTOPs.
Overseas offices of Indian IT companies are not allowed to create liabilities
for their Indian HO.
To build delivery centers outside India, Indian providers are allowed to
make outbound investments to the tune of 200% of their net worth.
30% of value of onsite contracts and 100% value of offshore contracts needs
to be repatriated to India

Existing companies with GICs in India are having an amazing
experience. The figure below shows how CXOs with GICs in the
country view the Indian talent employed.
The key words here are

talented, efficient, dedicated, cost saving,

agile, innovative thereby proving the expertise of the talent pool in
India.
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THE INDIAN
TALENT POOL

The graph below gives a trend of increasing graduates in India. The figures are in
millions.
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TOP SKILLS TO
HIRE IN 2018

With the set up of GICs in India, the demand for technical employees
is projected to increase by about 12% by 2024 which will lead to more
and more opportunities being available to IT professionals. With the
number of tech positions in web development, biomedical engineering,
cyber security and analysis expected to grow exponentially within the
next year, one may find the competition to acquire a skilled job
candidate harder than they think.
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SALARY TRENDS
IN INDIA
With technology such as machine learning, AI, and predictive
analytics remaking the business landscape, industries from logistics
to healthcare will be searching for technology professionals with
relevant skills, such as digital transformation and data and cyber
security experience.

PAY INCREASE WITH JOB CHANGE IN INDIA FOR FY17 -

CITY WISE SALARY TREND IN INDIA FOR FY17 IN LAKHS OF RUPEES -
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SALARY TRENDS
IN INDIA
The figure below compares the average pays (in lakhs of rupees)
across various company types for the city of Bengaluru in lakhs of
rupees. With big names such as Boeing, Goldman Sachs, Juniper
Networks , Adobe, Google, JC Penney etc having GICs in Bengaluru,
it makes them the highest paymasters among the various company
types.

The table below gives some of the companies distributed across the
geography of Bengaluru. Please note that these are just a few examples
and the table in not exhaustive in nature.
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